Jesus loves me! This I know,

(hands together in front then middle finger to each palm; arms crossed in front; point to self; raise hand to temple)

For the Bible tells me so.

(open book; index finger to lips; point to self then out)

Little Ones to Him belong;

(pat both hands down in front to indicate small; index finger points up; index fingers and thumbs linked together)

They are weak but He is strong.

(point out then to the side; left palm up with right hand in then bend fingers; right hand point up; hold upper left arm and make a muscle)

(refrain)

Yes, Jesus loves me!

(closed fist knocking twice; hands together in front then middle finger to each palm; arms crossed in front; point to self)

Yes, Jesus loves me!

Yes, Jesus loves me!

The Bible tells me so.

(open book; index finger to lips; point to self then out)
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Jesus loves me! This I know

(hands together in front then middle finger to each palm; arms crossed in front; point to self; raise hand to temple)

For the garden tells me so.

(sign the letter “g”–index finger and thumb close together in a circle over left forearm which represents land; index finger to lips; point to self then out)

Little seeds may seem so small,

(hands together twice in front to indicate small; sign “garden” with a sprinkling for seeds; salute then turn palm in bring hands together in front to indicate small)

But God our Father grows them tall.

(low salute then forward hand motion; thumb of open hand forehead twice; right hand springs up through the land to show something growing; index finger moves up the upright outward palm to indicate tall)

(refrain)

Yes, Jesus loves me!

(closed fist knocking twice; hands together in front then middle finger to each palm; arms crossed in front; point to self)

Yes, Jesus loves me!

Yes, Jesus loves me!

The Bible tells me so.

(open book; index finger to lips ;point to self then out)